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Code

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Rosemary Aravanis, Stuart Cochrane, 
Michele Crawford and George Vassilakis

This is a new and lively course for teenagers. It aims to build up their general English skills while 
gently easing them into more tailored PET and FCE exam practice. The clear yet integrated
approach develops reading, writing, listening and speaking skills whilst there is systematic 
build-up of topic-based lexis and lexico-grammar. 

The topic-based units cover general topics common to international exams, but these are 
approached in a way that is appropriate to the experience and interest of the target age group. 

NEW
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2C1 C2A1 A2

Key features of the series
•   Challenging enough for stronger students, yet enables weaker students to progress with 
     confi dence
•   Writing banks, speaking fi les, ‘words to know’ sections and grammar sections provide
     invaluable reference tools
•   Macmillan Practice Online web-based activities provide reinforcement of the language taught  
     in each of the units and are accessible with a special code at the back of the Student’s Book
•   Review sections after every unit
•   ‘Can do’ areas in the Workbook for self-evaluation
•   Writing fi les provide detailed and comprehensive guidance
•   Cross-curricular element in the Workbook
•   Editable tests for schools are available as a separate component
•   12 ten-page units so the course can easily be covered in a school year
•   Interactive Whiteboard material complements the course and adds a digital element to classes

MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Macmillan Practice Online - see p 7
www.macmillanpracticeonline.com

Code          p 48

TOEFL® Preparation Course  p 57

MPO Exams                          p 55

Code Blue Student’s Book

Code Code Blue Code Green Code Red
Student’s Book 9789604472857 9789604472932 9789604473137
Workbook & CD Pack  9789604472864 9789604472949 9789604473144
Teacher’s Book + Test CD Pk 9789604472871 9789604472956 9789604473151
Audio CD  9789604472918 9789604472994 9789604473199
IWB Material  9789604472895 9789604472970 9789604473175
 

SEE ALSO

Testbuilder series   p 51
Language Practice series   p 61

Interactive Whiteboard material
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Key features
•   Lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Vantage
     level of the CEF
•   Further focus on the development of productive language
     skills, with particular emphasis on modelling and 
     structuring spoken and written texts
•   ‘Exam alert’ sections draw attention to what to be aware 
     of in exams
•   ‘Steps to success’ feature for all skills sections
•   Effi  cient recycling of grammar and vocabulary 
     throughout the course

Code Blue
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B2 C1 C2

INTERMEDIATE
Rosemary Aravanis and George Vassilakis

Key features
•   Lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Threshold  
     level of the CEF
•   Practice in PET- and FCE-type exam tasks
•   Short and easily digestible reading texts
•   Songs introduce language in an engaging way

Key features
•   Lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Vantage
     level of the CEF
•   Comprehensive practice for all fi ve papers of the FCE exam
•   Lead-in activities that teach vocabulary in a motivating
     way before students are confronted with a challenging
     text
•   Particular focus on collocations, word patterns, word
     formation, phrasal verbs and easily confused words

Code Green
A1 A2 B1+ B2 C1 C2A1 A2

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Rosemary Aravanis and Stuart Cochrane

B2 C1 C2

Code Red
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B1

 UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Michele Crawford and Stuart Cochrane

C1 C2

Topics students 
have experience of 
and can comment 
on

NEW

NEW

NEW

Fun activities 
engage students 
with learning on 
a personal level

Strong 
lexical 
build up

Discussion and
analysis 
encouraged

Relevant tasks for
the age range

Code Blue Student’s Book



Laser B1+
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Steve Taylore-Knowles

Designed to bridge the gap between B1 
(intermediate) and B2 (FCE level) English, this 
level builds on the language and grammar taught 
in Laser B1, as well as continuing with extensive 
language skills practice. As with the other two 
titles in the series, the focus is on preparing 
students in PET- and FCE-style tasks.
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9 789608 180277

ISBN 960-8180-27-9

Steve Taylore-Knowles
Welcome to Laser !

A modern, fun and exciting three-level course specifically designed for young
teenagers in Greece, which takes students from intermediate up to the FCE exam
level.

Laser D, the first level of the course, provides thorough language skills training
and introduces students to the FCE exam in a stimulating and challenging way. 

Laser D features 

lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Threshold level of the 
Council of Europe’s Common European Framework

16 engaging and motivating topic-based units

comprehensive practice in FCE exam-oriented type of tasks 

integrated development of key reading, writing, listening and speaking skills

Dictionary Corner sections, focusing on topic-based lexis, collocations, 
patterns, word formation and phrasal verbs

Revision sections after every two units

16 Composition Planners, providing detailed and comprehensive guidance

lists of all key patterns and collocations and phrasal verbs

Grammar Bank booklet, providing easy-to-use, detailed grammar reference

Components

• Student’s Book with Grammar Bank booklet

• Workbook

• Companion 

• Use Your English Book

• Interleaved Teacher’s Book

• Test Book

• Cassettes

• Audio CDs

B1+
Laser La

s
e
r

B1+
Steve Taylore-Know

les

B1+
Laser

Updated for the revised FCE

With CD ROM

Key features 
•    ‘Vocabulary Builder’ sections, focusing on
      topic-based lexis, collocations, patterns,
      word formation, phrasal verbs and
      metaphorical use of language
•    Word pattern, phrasal verb, speaking, 
      grammar and writer’s database at the back 
      of the book for reference

Laser B1+                                  
Student’s Book + CD-ROM Pack   9789604471591           
Teacher’s Book + Test CD Pack   9789604471621       
Workbook (- Key) + CD Pack   9789604471652        
Workbook (+ Key) + CD Pack   9789604471676        
Class Audio CDs             9789604471881           

9 789608 180277

ISBN 960-8180-27-9

Welcome to Laser !

A modern, fun and exciting three-level course specifically designed for young
teenagers in Greece, which takes students from intermediate up to the FCE exam
level.

Laser D, the first level of the course, provides thorough language skills training
and introduces students to the FCE exam in a stimulating and challenging way. 

Laser D features 

lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Threshold level of the 
Council of Europe’s Common European Framework

16 engaging and motivating topic-based units

comprehensive practice in FCE exam-oriented type of tasks 

integrated development of key reading, writing, listening and speaking skills

Dictionary Corner sections, focusing on topic-based lexis, collocations, 
patterns, word formation and phrasal verbs

Revision sections after every two units

16 Composition Planners, providing detailed and comprehensive guidance

lists of all key patterns and collocations and phrasal verbs

Grammar Bank booklet, providing easy-to-use, detailed grammar reference

Components

• Student’s Book with Grammar Bank booklet

• Workbook

• Companion 

• Use Your English Book

• Interleaved Teacher’s Book

• Test Book

• Cassettes

• Audio CDs

Malcolm Mann
Steve Taylore-Knowles

B2
Laser La

s
e
r

B2
M

alcolm
 M

ann    Steve Taylore-Know
les

B2
Laser

Updated for the revised FCE

With CD ROM

Laser B2
UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Malcolm Mann and Steve Taylore-Knowles

This level off ers thorough and systematic exam
preparation, building on the previous levels, 
together with solid grammar and vocabulary 
development to give students all the skills they 
need to sit the First Certifi cate in English exam 
successfully. To cater for this higher level, more 
reading texts per unit are introduced and 
exercises are highly focused on all fi ve papers of 
the revised FCE exam.

Laser B1
INTERMEDIATE
Malcolm Mann

This level provides thorough language skills 
training and comprehensive coverage of 
the grammar and vocabulary required at 
intermediate level. It coaches students in the 
skills they need to handle PET- and revised 
FCE-type exam exercises. 

Key features
•    Systematic development of topic-based lexis
      and lexico-grammar, including collocations, 
      patterns, word formation, phrasal verbs and
      frequently confused words
•    Word pattern, phrasal verb, speaking, 
      grammar and writer’s database at the back 
      of the book for reference

Laser B2                              
Student’s Book + CD-ROM Pack   9789604471706           
Teacher’s Book + Test CD Pack   9789604471737           
Workbook (- Key) + CD Pack   9789604471768           
Workbook (+ Key) + CD Pack            9789604471782           
Class Audio CDs           9789604471898           

9 789608 180277

ISBN 960-8180-27-9

Welcome to Laser !

A modern, fun and exciting three-level course specifically designed for young
teenagers in Greece, which takes students from intermediate up to the FCE exam
level.

Laser D, the first level of the course, provides thorough language skills training
and introduces students to the FCE exam in a stimulating and challenging way. 

Laser D features 

lexical and grammatical syllabus based on the Threshold level of the 
Council of Europe’s Common European Framework

16 engaging and motivating topic-based units

comprehensive practice in FCE exam-oriented type of tasks 

integrated development of key reading, writing, listening and speaking skills

Dictionary Corner sections, focusing on topic-based lexis, collocations, 
patterns, word formation and phrasal verbs

Revision sections after every two units

16 Composition Planners, providing detailed and comprehensive guidance

lists of all key patterns and collocations and phrasal verbs

Grammar Bank booklet, providing easy-to-use, detailed grammar reference

Components

• Student’s Book with Grammar Bank booklet

• Workbook

• Companion 

• Use Your English Book

• Interleaved Teacher’s Book

• Test Book

• Cassettes

• Audio CDs

Malcolm Mann
B1

Laser La
s
e
r

B1
M

alcolm
 M

ann   

B1
Laser

Updated for PET

With CD ROM

Key features
•    ‘Dictionary corner’ sections, focusing on 
       topic-based lexis, collocations, word formation 
       and phrasal verbs 
•    Writing models and email composition practice 
•    16 ‘Composition Planners’, providing detailed 
      and comprehensive guidance
•    Grammar database at the back of the book, 
      providing easy-to-use, detailed grammar 
      reference

Laser B1                                 
Student’s Book + CD-ROM Pack            9789604471485           
Teacher’s Book + Test CD Pack  9789604471515         
Workbook (- Key) + Audio CD Pack 9789604471546           
Workbook (+ Key) + Audio CD Pack 9789604471560           
Class Audio CDs                        9789604471874          

Laser
Laser is a modern three-level course specifi cally designed to cater to younger students. 
It is the perfect preparation for students still at school and working towards school 
leaving exams and the updated Cambridge ESOL exams. 

The engaging and lively topic-based units cover the lexical and grammatical syllabus of 
the Threshold to Vantage levels of the Council of Europe’s Common European Framework. 
The course integrates development of all the language skills: reading, writing, listening 
and speaking, and regular revision sections check continuous progress.  

Each Student’s Book comes with a CD-ROM that reinforces the structures and vocabulary
learnt in each unit. Each Workbook is complete with Audio CD, making it ideal for 
homework, and the Teacher’s Book includes photocopiable tests and a Test CD for 
further practice. Class Audio CDs are also available. 

MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Interactive CD-ROM

SEE ALSO

Testbuilder series   p 51
Language Practice series   p 61

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2B2 C1 C2A1 A2

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2C1 C2A1 A2 B1

A1 A2 B1+ B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B2 C1 C2
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Testbuilder Series
Jake Allsop, Judith Ash, Tricia Aspinall, Anthea Bazin, Elaine Boyd, Sarah Dymond, 
Amanda French, Mark Harrison, Nick Kenny, Peter Leggott, Lucrecia Luque-Mortimer, 
Vicki Lywood Last, Sam McCarter, Colin Payton

Tests that teach
This popular series is designed to help improve students’ exam 
performance. The exam-based exercises will familiarise any student 
with the tasks they will face in the test, boosting their confi dence and 
leading them towards successful results.

Ideal for self-study or classroom use, the KET, PET, FCE, CAE and 
New Profi ciency Testbuilders are available with or without the answer 
key. The answer key also includes clear explanations and analysis of 
model answers. 

Key features of the series
•     Four complete practice tests refl ecting exactly the level of exam 
       and the types of task the students will face
•     A full range of exam task types
•     Guidance pages and tips for each part of the individual exam papers
•     Focus on common problem areas
•     Guided analysis of sample answers

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

LCCI
Testbuilder
English for Business

Level 3

Tests that Teach
Peter Leggott

LCCI Testbuilder 
English for Business 
Level 3

L
C

C
I  Testb

u
ild

er  E
ng

lish for Business  Level 3
Peter Leg

g
ott

www.macmillanenglish.com
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io CD

MACM I L LAN  T ESTBU I LDERS

The LCCI level 1 Testbuilder has been written to help students 
improve their exam performance and increase their language 
competence for success in the KET examination.

Four completel practice tests
•	 Full	range	of	KET	task	types

Further Practice and Guidance pages
•	 Test-specific	exercises	to	develop	exam	techniques

•	 Focus	on	common	problem	areas	in	the	tests

•	 Builds	confidence	in	all	exam	question	types

•	 Useful	language	and	ideas	for	the	Speaking	Test

•	 Model	answers	for	the	writing	tasks

Answer key
•	 Complete	answer	key	with	useful	explanations

•	 Includes	listening	scripts

Accompanying	audio	CDs	contain	all	four	Listening	Tests.

For other titles in the Testbuilder 
series see  
www.macmillan.com/testbuilders

Use your Macmillan 
Essential Dictionary 
with this book

Need new back 
cover copy

London Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry International Qualifications 
from EDI

LCCI
Testbuilder
English for Business

Level 1

Tests that Teach
Vicki Lywood Last

LCCI Testbuilder 
English for Business 
Level 1

L
C

C
I  Testb

u
ild

er  E
ng

lish for Business  Level 1
V

icki Lyw
ood

 Last

www.macmillanenglish.com
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MACM I L LAN  T ESTBU I LDERS

The LCCI level 1 Testbuilder has been written to help students 
improve their exam performance and increase their language 
competence for success in the KET examination.

Four completel practice tests
•	 Full	range	of	KET	task	types

Further Practice and Guidance pages
•	 Test-specific	exercises	to	develop	exam	techniques

•	 Focus	on	common	problem	areas	in	the	tests

•	 Builds	confidence	in	all	exam	question	types

•	 Useful	language	and	ideas	for	the	Speaking	Test

•	 Model	answers	for	the	writing	tasks

Answer key
•	 Complete	answer	key	with	useful	explanations

•	 Includes	listening	scripts

Accompanying	audio	CDs	contain	all	four	Listening	Tests.

For other titles in the Testbuilder 
series see  
www.macmillan.com/testbuilders

Use your Macmillan 
Essential Dictionary 
with this book

Need new back 
cover copy

London Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry International Qualifications 
from EDI

LCCI
Testbuilder
English for Business

Level 2

Tests that Teach
Colin Payton

LCCI Testbuilder 
English for Business 
Level 2

L
C

C
I  Testb

u
ild

er  E
ng

lish for Business  Level 2
C

olin Payton

www.macmillanenglish.com
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MACM I L LAN  T ESTBU I LDERS

The LCCI level 1 Testbuilder has been written to help students 
improve their exam performance and increase their language 
competence for success in the KET examination.

Four completel practice tests
•	 Full	range	of	KET	task	types

Further Practice and Guidance pages
•	 Test-specific	exercises	to	develop	exam	techniques

•	 Focus	on	common	problem	areas	in	the	tests

•	 Builds	confidence	in	all	exam	question	types

•	 Useful	language	and	ideas	for	the	Speaking	Test

•	 Model	answers	for	the	writing	tasks

Answer key
•	 Complete	answer	key	with	useful	explanations

•	 Includes	listening	scripts

Accompanying	audio	CDs	contain	all	four	Listening	Tests.

For other titles in the Testbuilder 
series see  
www.macmillan.com/testbuilders

Use your Macmillan 
Essential Dictionary 
with this book

Need new back 
cover copy

London Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry International Qualifications 
from EDI

NEW

NEW

NEW

SEE ALSO

Check Your Vocabulary Series p 58
Language Practice series   p 61

NEW

   LCCI TestbuildersNEW

NEW
LEVELS

NEW    FCE Testbuilder  
With Key + Audio CD Pack  9780230727892 
Without Key + Audio CD Pack  9780230727908 

NEW    LCCI English for Business 
Testbuilder 1 + Audio CD Pack 9780230733862
Testbuilder 2 + Audio CD Pack 9780230733893
Testbuilder 3 + Audio CD Pack 9780230733923

KET Testbuilder 
With Key + Audio CD  9781405069762 
Without Key   9781405069748
  
PET Testbuilder 
With Key + Audio CD  9781405063012
Without Key   9781405062992
 
CAE Testbuilder
With Key + Audio CD Pack  9780230727946 
Without Key + Audio CD Pack 9780230727953

New Profi ciency Testbuilder 
With Key   9780333954980
Without Key   9780333954973
Audio CDs   9780230723375  
 
IELTS Testbuilders
Testbuilder 1 + Audio CD Pack 9781405014045
Testbuilder 2 + Audio CD Pack 9780230028852
 
BEC Testbuilders 
BEC Higher + Audio CD Pack 9780230717039
BEC Preliminary + Audio CD Pack 9781405018333
BEC Vantage + Audio CD Pack 9781405018364
 

Our new LCCI Testbuilders contain four complete reading and writing tests 
and material for two listening tests and speaking tests (optional parts of 
the exam) for the English for Business Level 1,2 and 3 exams from EDI.
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Updated for

the revised 

FCE exam

Ready for
FCE
coursebook with key

Roy Norris

MACM I L LAN  EXAMS

R
ead

y for FC
E

        courseb
ook w

ith key        Roy N
orris

Use your Macmillan English Dictionary  
with this book. www.macmillanenglish.com

9 7 8 0 2 3 0 0 2 7 6 0 2

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK 

 A1  A2 B1  B2  C1 C2

Course components:
Coursebook with key
Coursebook without key 
Teacher’s Book
Workbook with key
Workbook without key
Class CDs

Ready for FCE is a comprehensive course which offers thorough preparation for the 
Cambridge First Certificate in English examination.
All four skills are systematically developed and practised in each unit, while in-depth exam 
training is given in the form of regular ‘What to expect in the exam’ and ‘How to go about 
it’ help boxes. This step-by-step approach ensures that students will be fully prepared and 
confident when sitting the First Certificate exam.

Key features of the Coursebook:

Ready for 
FCE

• 15 motivating topic-based units
• Review section at the end of each unit with exam style tasks
• Supplementary units focus on each First Certificate exam paper
• Varied speaking practice throughout, including a complete speaking test
• Complete First Certificate grammar syllabus and reference section
• Thorough First Certificate vocabulary syllabus and development
• Special emphasis on word building, collocations and phrasal verbs
• Topic-based Wordlist
• Systematic exam training including advice and help on each part of the exam
• Model answers and solid preparation provide excellent support for writing

Ready for FCE
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B1

Ready for CAE

ADVANCED
Roy Norris with Amanda French

As with Ready for FCE, Ready for CAE is based on 
the same thorough exam preparation structure, 
and has been revised and updated in line with the 
new Cambridge Certifi cate in Advanced English. 
Special language focus sections encourage analysis 
of the main grammar areas at this advanced level. 
Skills for all papers are covered and there is a 
complete practice speaking test included.

With Amanda French

Suitable for 

the updated 

CAE exam

Ready for
CAE
coursebook

Roy Norris

MACM I L LAN  EXAMS

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B1 B2

Key features of Ready for FCE / CAE
•    ‘Ready for’ sections give detailed
      information and training for each of the
      fi ve papers 
•    ‘What to expect in the exam’ and ‘How
      to go about it’ boxes give students 
      invaluable tips for success
•    Special emphasis on word-building, 
      collocations and phrasal verbs to help 
      students overcome some of the harder 
      aspects of English
•    Model answers provide solid preparation
      and support for writing tasks
•    Extra photocopiable vocabulary exercises 
      and practice tests available in the 
      Teacher’s Book

SEE ALSO

UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Roy Norris

This new edition of Ready for FCE has been revised 
and updated to incorporate all the new features of 
the Cambridge First Certifi cate in English. 
It is a comprehensive, well-rounded course that 
makes both the teacher and student confi dent of 
exam success. The Student’s Book is made up of 
topic-based units with easy reference wordlists.  
The course also contains a complete grammar 
syllabus and reference, as well as regular review 
sections that incorporate exam-style exercises. 

Ready for
PET
coursebook

Nick Kenny
Anne Kelly

MACM I L LAN  EXAMS Ready for PET Key features
•    Handy ‘Tip’ boxes give advice on how to
      tackle each question type in the exam
•    Examples of students’ writing, complete 
      with helpful examiners’ comments
•    Practice tests at the back of the book

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B2 C1 C2

MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Interactive CD-ROM

PRE-INTERMEDIATE
Nick Kenny and Anne Kelly

The clear approach to all the tasks found in the 
exam ensures students have all the confi dence and 
skills they need to be successful in all parts of the 
test. Suitable for younger and older learners alike, 
Ready for PET consolidates students’ knowledge 
of language so they can use it eff ectively and 
rewardingly in the exam. The CD-ROM, ideal for 
use in the classroom or at home, contains extra 
practice tests in the style of the new computer-
based PET exam. This allows students to become 
familiar with this format and improve their 
technique. 

Ready for Series
A series of in-depth exam training books that provide the confi dence and skills required by students who are preparing to sit the 
Cambridge ESOL exams. This concise and targeted series comprehensively prepares students for the Preliminary English Test (PET), 
First Certifi cate in English (FCE), Certifi cate in Advanced English (CAE) and International English Language Testing System (IELTS). 
Regular help boxes and invaluable ‘Ready For…’ sections tackle each of the individual papers, further familiarising the students with the 
exam content. The series develops and coaches the students towards exam success and can be used alongside a general English course 
or alone as intensive exam preparation. Both the Student’s Books and the Workbooks are available with and without answer key.

SEE ALSO

PET Practice Online  p 7 and p 55
Testbuilder series   p 51

FCE Practice Online   p 7 and p 55
CAE Practice Online   p 7 and p 55
Testbuilder series   p 51
Check Your Vocabulary series   p 58
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Ready for FCE 
Student’s Book (+ Key)  9780230027602 
Student’s Book (- Key)  9780230027619 
Class Audio CDs  9780230027640
Workbook (+ Key)  9780230027626
Workbook (- Key)  9780230027633 
Teacher’s Book  9780230027657

Ready for PET  
Student’s Book (+ Key) + CD-ROM Pack 9780230020719 
Student’s Book (- Key) + CD-ROM Pack 9780230020733
Teacher’s Book  9780230020740
Class Audio CDs  9780230020757

Ready for CAE  
Student’s Book (+ Key)  9780230028869 
Student’s Book (- Key)  9780230028876  
Class Audio CDs  9780230028913 
Workbook (+ Key)  9780230028883 
Workbook (- Key)  9780230028890  
Teacher’s Book  9780230028906 

Similar tasks to 
those the students 
will face in the exam

Useful tips and 
strategies about 
how to tackle the 
exam

Ready for IELTS Student’s Book

Ready for IELTS NEW

For other IELTS 
material see
pp 56 – 57

NEW

IELTS BANDS 5 to 6.5

Sam McCarter

Our new IELTS preparation course combines the successful elements of the Ready For series and an 
experienced author team to ensure students aiming for IELTS bands 5 – 6.5 are ready for success! 

All four skills are systematically and progressively developed and practised in each unit, while in-depth 
exam training is presented in the ‘What to expect in the exam’ and ‘How to go about it’ help boxes. 
There is a complete IELTS grammar syllabus, and vocabulary and word building skills make up a key 
part of the course. 

The accompanying CD-ROM off ers further practice of the exam papers. It can be used completely 
independently from the Student’s Book, and is ideal for self-study.

Key features
•   Two-page review section at the end of each unit with exam style tasks
•   ‘Ready For...’ sections focus on each IELTS exam paper, giving extra support and tips
•   Special emphasis on word building, collocations and phrasal verbs, paraphrasing,
     synonyms, polysemy 
•   Topic-based wordlist
•   Model answers, graded by an examiner, provide excellent support for writing
•   Workbook off ers practice of the language presented in the Student’s Book and 
     further writing and reading practice
•   The Teacher’s Book comes with fi ve photocopiable revision tests and a full fi nal test 
     in IELTS format, all of which include a listening test

MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Interactive CD-ROM

Ready for IELTS 
Student’s Book (+ Key) + CD-ROM Pack 9780230732186 
Student’s Book (- Key) + CD-ROM Pack    9780230732179
Class Audio CDs  9780230732216
Workbook (+ Key)   9780230732193 
Workbook (- Key)   9780230732209 
Teacher’s Book  9780230732223

Integrated vocabulary and 
language formation builds 
students’ confi dence with 
the tasks

SEE ALSO

Macmillan Practice Online – 
Academic English with IELTS   p 7
Testbuilder series   p 51

Engaging 
and relevant 
topics
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Skills for First Certifi cate Series *

Key features
•    Four complete Paper 1 reading practice exams, seven complete Paper 5 
      speaking exams and four complete Paper 4 listening practice exams
•    Essential grammar practice with focus on word formation, collocations and patterns
•    Phrasal verb reference section with defi nitions from the award-winning 
      Macmillan English Dictionary for advanced learners
•    Model compositions provide a guide for writing tasks
•    Recorded interviews with real First Certifi cate candidates

Skills for First Certifi cate      Reading                  Writing                      Use of English           Listening and Speaking
Student’s Book      9781405017459        9781405017473        9781405017510        9781405017497
Teacher’s Book      9781405017466        9781405017480        9781405017527        9781405017503
Audio CDs                                                                  9780230716964

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B1

UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Malcolm Mann and Steve Taylore-Knowles

A focused and thorough training for each of the four parts of the Cambridge First 
Certifi cate in English. The 16 thematic units for each component provide essential 
exam tips and hints and task-based exercises. 

New Profi ciency 
Passkey
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 B1 B2 C1

New Profi ciency Passkey  
Student’s Book 9780333974360 
Teacher’s Book 9780333974346 
Audio CDs   9780333974414 
Workbook (+ Key) 9780333974322 
Workbook (- Key) 9780333974339

New Profi ciency Passkey  thoroughly 
prepares students for  the Cambridge 
Profi ciency Examination (CPE). 

PROFICIENCY
Nick Kenny

First Certifi cate 
Passkey *

UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Nick Kenny

This course contains original material 
that will engage students in eff ective 
learning and consolidate their First 
Certifi cate grammar and skills. 

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2C1 C2

First Certifi cate Passkey  
Student’s Book            9780435244897 
Teacher’s Book            9780435244903 
Audio CDs               9780230729605

First Certifi cate Star *

First Certifi cate Star 
Student’s Book         9780435281441 
Teacher’s Book         9780435281458 
Practice Book + Key         9780435281526 
Practice Book - Key         9780435281465 
Audio Cassettes         9780435281472

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2C1 C2

UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Luke Prodromou

First Certifi cate Star is a comprehensive 
package for teenagers and young 
adults preparing for the First Certifi cate 
in English exam. 

Rising Star *

Rising Star                   intermediate              pre-FCE
Student’s Book               9780333953433        9780333758069
Teacher’s Book               9780333953464        9780333758083
Audio Cassette(s)           9780333953471        9780333758090
Practice Book + Key       9780333953440        9780333924419
Practice Book - Key        9780333953457        9780333758076
Test Book                  9780333953495        9780333931622

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Luke Prodromou with Philip Kerr and George 
Vassilakis

This is a two-level course, designed
for teenagers, that bridges the gap
between intermediate and First 
Certifi cate in English level.  

Passkey Grammar Practice
With Key              9780435244958 
Without Key              9780435244965

*not updated for the 2008 changes to the FCE Exam

A1 A2 B1+ B2 C1 C2A1 A2

Rising Star *
C1 C2
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New Profi ciency 
Passkey

New Profi ciency Passkey  
Student’s Book 9780333974360 
Teacher’s Book 9780333974346 
Audio CDs   9780333974414 
Workbook (+ Key) 9780333974322 
Workbook (- Key) 9780333974339

First Certifi cate Star 
Student’s Book         9780435281441 
Teacher’s Book         9780435281458 
Practice Book + Key         9780435281526 
Practice Book - Key         9780435281465 
Audio Cassettes         9780435281472

Macmillan Test Maker  
Your essential online testing toolkit

Macmillan Practice Online Exams Courses

Key features
•   A library of over 1,000 resources, containing more than 10,000 questions in total 
•   Pre-built tests from beginner to advanced level, which can also be adapted, re-used and shared with colleagues
•   High-quality test resources, covering grammar, listening and vocabulary skills, all written by top ELT authors
•   Automatic marking and question-by-question feedback, which saves time for busy teachers and helps students to learn from their errors

Providing a really easy way to support students’ exam preparation, 
Macmillan Practice Online exams courses each contain between 
100 and 200 interactive exercises which students can complete at 
their own pace or be set for homework. Exercises are automatically 
marked, letting students see where they need more practice and 
allowing teachers to monitor their progress.

A full range of other courses are also available, covering general and 
academic English and Macmillan Education print coursebooks. 
For more information, see p 7.

Courses available:
British English
PET Practice Online 
FCE Practice Online
CAE Practice Online
CPE Practice Online
Upper Intermediate Academic 
   English with IELTS
Advanced Academic English 
   with IELTS

NEW

An innovative new online product, Macmillan Test Maker enables English teachers to build unlimited online tests at the click of a mouse.  
Resources include language, listening and vocabulary activities based on a range of engaging topics. Teachers simply select which resources 
they would like to add to their test and assign it to their learners. Teachers have the additional benefi t of being able to decide when their 
learners take tests and how long they have to complete them. Available in British and American English, with over 1,000 resources at six 
levels, it’s the ultimate test-building tool. For more information, visit our website at www.macmillantestmaker.com

American English
TOEFL® Preparation Online
TOEIC® Practice Online
Upper Intermediate Academic    
   English with TOEFL®
Advanced Academic English 
   with TOEFL®

 

Quickly compile and set 
tests using the resource 
database

Choose whether 
students have access 
to the dictionary

See at a glance how long 
students are likely to need 
to complete each exercise

Use the ‘+’ or ‘-’ buttons 
to see more information 
about each resource

Use the recommended time 
limit, set your own time, or 
remove it completely

Adapt any existing test 
or create a new one
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IELTS Foundation Key features 
•    Strategy and tip boxes off er suggestions on how to 
      tackle IELTS tests
•    Exam information boxes give detailed advice on what 
      to expect from each section of the exam
•    Each unit contains a Study Skills section for help with
      independent studying
•    Teacher’s Book comes complete with answer key, 
      recording scripts, sample writing answers, 
      photocopiables and advice on coping with the exam

   IELTS BANDS 4 to 5.5

Rachael Roberts, Joanne Gakonga and 
Andrew Preshous

Written by teachers with extensive experience 
of lower-level IELTS students, IELTS Foundation 
provides a complete package for students 
who are training towards bands 4–5.5. This 
accessible course is built on classroom-tested  
material so students can be confi dent of a 
focused route through exam training.

IELTS Foundation 
Student’s Book 9781405013925
Teacher’s Book 9781405013956
Class Audio CDs 9781405013970

IELTS Foundation 
Study Skills
 IELTS BANDS 4 to 6

Key features – Academic Modules
Reading
•      Material written for a non-specialist audience
Writing
•      Report writing (describing and explaining data)
•      Essay writing (discussing issues and constructing
        arguments)Rachael Roberts, Joanne Gakonga, 

Amanda French and Andrew Preshous

IELTS BANDS 4 to 6

IELTS Foundation (Academic Modules)
Study Skills Pack 9781405017220

IELTS Foundation (General Modules)
Study Skills Pack 9781405082013

Improve Your IELTS Skills 
Series

Key features
•    Step-by-step guidance makes this series ideal for self-study or use in class
•    Technique boxes reinforce how to approach key tasks used in the IELTS exam
•    140 minutes of listening and pronunciation practice on the Listening and Speaking Skills Audio CD
•    Practice tests at the end of each unit

 IELTS BANDS 4.5 to 7.5

Improve Your IELTS Listening & Speaking Skills 9780230009486
Improve Your IELTS Reading Skills  9780230009455
Improve Your IELTS Writing Skills  9780230009448

Sam McCarter, Norman Whitby and Barry Cusack

Aimed at students between bands 4.5 and 7.5, this series of three books
covers academic reading, academic writing, and listening and speaking. 
The courses develop all the skills required by students in order to improve 
their IELTS score. 

Used as either a complete course or to target specifi c skills, they can also be 
used to supplement another course. 

Key features – General Modules
Reading
•      Material encountered in an English-speaking country
Writing
•      Letter writing (requesting information and 
        explaining situations)
•      Essay writing (responding to a point of view or 
        problem)

A set of easy-to-use self-study books for 
students aiming for IELTS bands 4–6. 
They provide clear and practical 
information on the exam and develop 
the skills students need to succeed in 
both the general and academic module. 
This is the perfect complement to
 IELTS Foundation. 

The listening and speaking sections 
are the same for each book and each 
contains a full IELTS practice exam.

SEE ALSO

Macmillan Practice Online – Academic  
    English with IELTS   p 7 and p 55
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IELTS Foundation 
Student’s Book 9781405013925
Teacher’s Book 9781405013956
Class Audio CDs 9781405013970
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IELTS Graduation
Student ’ s  Book

Mark Allen  Debra Powell Dickie Dolby

IELTS Graduation

IE
LT

S G
raduation

9 7 8 1 4 0 5 0 8 0 7 5 0

Course components

Student’s Book
Study Skills Book and Audio CD
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs

IELTS Graduation is a motivating and comprehensive course for 
students preparing to take the International English Language 
Testing System examination. Aimed at those in the IELTS band 
of 5.5 and above, this topic-based book will train students in the 
skills required to increase their IELTS score.

It provides clear and practical information on the IELTS 
examination, as well as teaching them the skills required to excel 
in each of the academic modules.

Features of the Student’s book

• 10 topic-based units
• Strategy boxes and Tip boxes offer suggestions for how  
 to tackle the various IELTS tasks
• Exam information boxes provide students with detailed   
 advice on what to expect in each section of the exam
• Extensive writing practice provides thorough support for   
 Writing  Tasks 1 and 2, with model answers for each question
• Language focus sections deal with grammar and vocabulary   
 needed by IELTS students at this level
• Pronunciation sections build students’ confidence for the   
 Speaking and Listening modules
• Study skills sections at the end of each unit give advice on   
 independent study
• Regular Dictionary focus boxes encourage students to   
 broaden their vocabulary whilst studying

IELTS GraduationKey features
•    Regular pronunciation development sections 
•    Exam information and ‘strategy boxes’ 
•     Study skills sections containing advice on studying 

independently
•     Model answers for each writing task, along with 

useful comments
•     Regular ‘Dictionary Focus’ boxes to broaden 

students’ vocabulary range
•     Additional photocopiable class tasks, extra study 

tasks and sample writing answers available in the 
Teacher’s Book

 IELTS BANDS 5.5 to 7.5

Mark Allen, Debra Powell and Dickie Dolby

A comprehensive course for students aiming 
for an IELTS score between 5.5 and 7.5. The
14 topic-based units provide clear and 
practical information on all sections of the 
exam, as well as developing all the required 
skills to improve students’ IELTS score. 

IELTS Graduation 
Student’s Book 9781405080750
Teacher’s Book 9781405080798
Class Audio CDs 9781405080804

IELTS Graduation 
Study Skills
 IELTS BANDS 5.5 to 7.5

Charlie Martineau and Jane Short

This can be used either as a workbook for the 
classroom to supplement the Student’s Book 
or as a stand-alone self-study book. Because 
we understand that the best way to succeed 
is through practice, this workbook provides 
even more practice of the tasks and question 
types students will face in the exam. 

Key features
•    Full IELTS practice exam
•    Extra Audio CD for further listening practice

IELTS Graduation Study Skills 
Study Skills Pack  9781405080781

Improve Your IELTS Skills 
Series
 IELTS BANDS 4.5 to 7.5

Improve Your IELTS Listening & Speaking Skills 9780230009486
Improve Your IELTS Reading Skills  9780230009455
Improve Your IELTS Writing Skills  9780230009448

Tips for IELTSKey features
•    Lists of ‘Golden Rules’ on how to approach each skill
•    Tips on how to self-test in preparation for the exam
•    Photocopiable skills checklists to monitor progress

Sam McCarter

A must-have for all IELTS candidates!

This slim, defi nitive book is packed full of 
everything a student needs to know about the 
IELTS exam. There are hints on how to tackle 
questions for each of the four skills sections, 
strategies on how to increase speed and 
accuracy and on what common mistakes to 
avoid, and useful language to be aware of 
and to employ. It is also the perfect reference 
tool for teachers wishing to develop students’ 
speed, accuracy and exam techniques.

Tips for IELTS          
9781405096164

 ALL IELTS BANDS

The Heinemann ELT TOEFL® Preparation Course
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

ALL LEVELS
Carolyn B. Duff y and Kathleen Mahnke

Preparation Course 
Coursebook With Key       9780435288402
Coursebook Audio Cassettes     9780435288419

A solid preparation course for the Test of English as a Foreign Language, either 
as a principal text book, as a supplement to a general English course, or as a
self-study guide. A diagnostic test and score conversion tables allow students
to monitor progress and concentrate on their weaker points.

SEE ALSO

Macmillan Practice Online – Academic  
    English with IELTS   p 7 and p 55
Macmillan Test Maker   p 55

SEE ALSO

TOEFL® Preparation
     Online   p 7 and p 55




